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7 ABSTRACT: Both X-ray total reflection and X-ray Raman scattering techniques were
8 combined to discriminate chemical environments in depth-profiling studies using an
9 energy dispersive system. This allowed, for the first time, to resolve oxidation state on
10 surface nanolayers with a low-resolution system. Samples of pure Cu and Fe oxidized in
11 tap water and salty water, respectively, were studied in the Brazilian synchrotron facility
12 using monochromatic radiation and an EDS setup. The measurements were carried out in
13 total reflection geometry with incident energy lower and close to the K absorption edge of
14 both elements. The results allowed observing the presence of very thin oxide layers,
15 usually not observable with conventional geometries of irradiation. They also permit the
16 identification of the compound present in a particular depth of the sample with
17 nanometric, or even subnanometric, resolution using a low-resolution system.

18 Total reflection of X-rays is a photon effect that gives place
19 to many spectrometric techniques, allowing the study of
20 material surfaces.1−3 Since the pioneer work of Parrat1 in 1954
21 for surface studies of solids by the analysis of the reflected X-ray
22 intensity, many works have been published showing the
23 potentiality of this phenomenon combined with other
24 techniques, such as X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) in a variety of
25 samples,4−7 Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
26 (EXAFS)8,9, and even Inelastic X-ray Scattering (IXS) at
27 grazing incidence conditions was achieved10,11 at several
28 studied energies. Generally, in order to obtain chemical
29 environment information, these techniques probe edge
30 structure characteristics by tuning the incident energy toward
31 the edge.
32 As the refractive index is less than unity, X-rays are totally
33 reflected if the glancing angle is less than the critical angle
34 derived from the Snell’s law.3 Even when X-rays are totally
35 reflected, an evanescent wave penetrates the first atomic layers
36 of the surface.12 Making use of this effect, different depths of a
37 sample surface can be studied by means of scanning the
38 glancing angle of the incident X-ray beam around the critical
39 angle of total reflection. In this way, analysis of the reflected
40 intensity, or the fluorescent emission of the surface, provides a
41 method for studying surface properties, such as variations of
42 electron density with depth (e.g., corrosion, porosity, aging,
43 etc.) with a resolution from Ångströms to hundred nanometers
44 deep.1

45 X-ray Resonant Raman Scattering (RRS) is an inelastic
46 scattering process which presents primary differences compared
47 to other interactions between X-rays and matter; when the
48 energy of the incident photon approaches from below to an

49absorption edge of the target atom, a strong resonant behavior
50takes place.13,14

51In accordance with the absorption−emission model, the RRS
52process can be represented by the following three steps.15 (1)
53The initial state consists of an incident photon with an energy
54below the K (or L3, L2, etc.) absorption edge. (2) The
55intermediate state. A hole is produced in the K (or L3, L2, etc.)
56shell, and the electron is excited to an unoccupied state; an
57electron from a higher shell fills the vacancy and a photon is
58emitted. (3) The final state consists of a hole in the higher shell,
59a scattered photon and an excited electron (in the continuum
60or in an unoccupied bound state).
61In our case, the incident photon has energy below the K
62absorption edge, and the K hole is filled by an electron from the
63L shell. The incident photon has an energy Ei lower than the
64energy of the K threshold; the energy of the incident photon is
65absorbed by a K shell electron producing a vacancy and an
66electron in the continuum with kinetic energy, κ. The K shell
67hole is filled by an electron from the L shell (being ΩL, the
68energy of the L threshold), and a photon is emitted with
69energy, ES. This is an example of a KL-type scattering.
70If the incident photon has a defined energy, the energy
71conservation for the scattering process leads to16

κ− Ω − = +E E Ei L F S 72(1)

73where EF is the Fermi energy.
74Unlike fluorescent processes where the emitted photon has a
75fixed energy and the outgoing electron has the rest of the
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76 available energy, the conservation of energy for this scattering
77 process indicates that between the initial and final states, the
78 available energy has to be shared between the outgoing electron
79 and the emitted photon (i.e., for an incident photon energy, a
80 variety of emitted photon energies are possible).
81 In the past few years, inelastic X-ray scattering experiments
82 have become a powerful tool for investigating electronic
83 excitations and electronic ground-state properties of many-
84 electron systems. In particular, there is an increasing interest in
85 employing this technique using incident monochromatic
86 radiation at fixed energy (i.e., without the need of an incident
87 energy scan) in combination with high-resolution systems to
88 obtain local structure information, similar to the one obtained
89 with X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES)
90 spectroscopy.17−20 This resonant inelastic X-ray spectroscopy
91 makes use of the fact that in the resonant regime the natural
92 width introduced for the finite lifetime of the 1s hole is
93 removed, allowing a more detail structural discrimination.21 In
94 this respect, detailed information about pre-edge structures in
95 metals, as relevant information about 1s−3d(4p) transitions,
96 could be obtained by this method. On the other hand, the
97 studied ranges were always situated close (tens of eV) from the
98 energy for the 1s−3d transitions, using very high-resolution
99 spectrometers, since it is not possible to collect correctly the
100 long low-energy tail of Raman peaks using conventional high-
101 resolution systems. This fact has limited, until now, the use of
102 this technique to collect only XANES-like information (from
103 discrete atomic transitions). This work shows the possibility to
104 obtain EXAFS-like information (from interatomic interference
105 processes), using an EDS low-energy system, allowing also
106 depth-resolved discriminations.
107 Foils of pure Cu and Fe oxidized in tap water and salty water,
108 respectively, were studied at the Brazilian synchrotron facility.
109 The measurements were carried out in total reflection geometry
110 scanning the incident radiation angle around the critical angle
111 with the incident energy lower and close to the K absorption
112 edge of both elements in order to study the RRS emissions.
113 The RRS spectra were analyzed with dedicated programs for
114 fitting the experimental data to a theoretical expression. Then,
115 residuals were determined in the low-energy side of the RRS
116 peaks. These residuals were treated with a FFT smoothing
117 process, taking into account the instrument function of the
118 detecting system. The residuals show an oscillation pattern that
119 changes smoothly with the incident angle (i.e., with the
120 observed depth) allowing a depth study of the oxidation state
121 with nanometric, and even subnanometric, resolution.
122 The results show, for the first time, the possibility to obtain
123 detailed structural information by means of resonant Raman
124 scattering in total reflection geometry using a low-resolution
125 system.

126 ■ MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING

127 The measurements were carried out in the XRF station of the
128 D09BXRF beamline22 at the Brazilian synchrotron facility
129 (LNLS, Campinas).23 The XRF beamline is equipped with a
130 double-crystal monochromator (≈3 eV at 10 keV). For the
131 measurements performed in this work, the incident beam was
132 collimated with orthogonal slits to 0.5 × 1 mm and monitored
133 with ionization chambers, resulting in a flux on the sample of
134 ∼108 ph s−1 at 10 keV. The detector used in this work was a
135 KETEK AXAS-A solid-state detector with a Be windows of 8
136 μm and an energy resolution of 139 eV for the Mn Kα line.

137The samples consisted of pure Fe and Cu foils (>99.99%)
138with a thickness of 0.1 mm. The foils were irradiated with
139monochromatic photons of 7082 eV in the case of Fe and 8929
140eV for the Cu sample (i.e., tens of eV below the K absorption
141edge of these elements in order to inspect the Raman
142emissions). Although at incident energies far away from the
143absorption edge, the RRS cross sections significantly decrease,14

144an incident energy closer to the threshold value causes the
145shape of the RRS peak approaches to the thin fluorescence
146line,13 where the studied oscillations could be observed only
147with the use of very high-resolution spectrometers.
148Regarding the oxidation processes, Cu foil was immersed in
149tap water for 82 h, while Fe foil was immersed in a solution of
150∼70 cm3 pure water with ∼5 g sodium chloride (common salt)
151for 58 h. A scanning of the incident radiation angle was
152performed in both samples.
153The depth, with respect to the sample surface, at which the
154intensity of the incident radiation is reduced to 1/e, is,1

λ
π

=z
B41/e

155(2)

156where λ is the wavelength of the photon and B is given by
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157where φ is the incident radiation angle, φc the critical angle for
158the media, β = μλ/4π the imaginary part of the refractive index,
159and μ the linear absorption coefficient.
160The critical angle φc could be represented as3

φ δ= 2c 161(3)

162which is derived from Snell’s law. δ is the real part of the
163refractive index and it is given by

δ λ
π

= ne
mc2

2 2

2

164n is the total number of dispersive electrons per unit volume of
165the material: n = N(Z/A)ρ, where N is Avogadro’s number, Z
166the atomic number, A the atomic weight, and ρ the sample
167density.
168In general, every surface presents some degree of roughness.
169Surface roughness produces both diffuse scattering and
170transmission into the reflector. The effect of the surface
171roughness is to steepen the falloff with the angle of the total
172reflection curve and to diverge the beam slightly from its
173specularly reflected direction.24 In this work, transmission is
174very low due to the glancing incidence condition; the effects of
175roughness are reduced and can be neglected.
176 f1Figure 1 shows the calculated penetration depth (eq 2) as a
177function of the incident radiation angle for pure Fe and Fe2O3
178(incident radiation energy of 7082 eV) and pure Cu and CuO
179samples (incident radiation energy of 8929 eV). As can be seen,
180the observed depth just increases ∼3.2 Å when the incident
181angle goes from 0.01° to 0.25°. Thus, the fact that the reflected
182intensity changes very smoothly with the incident radiation
183angle far away from the critical angle can be used to reach a
184very detailed study of the most external layers of a sample.
185Oxidation of a surface results in an attenuated electron
186density if the oxide forms a skin layer on the general surface
187plane. It is a fact that the rust present in a metal has a volume
188higher than the volume of the originating mass of the sample.
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189 In this way, the calculated penetration depth is just an
190 approximation. The electron density reduction respective of a
191 nonoxidized surface induces a discrepancy in the calculated δ
192 value, with this discrepancy carried to the z1/e value. In order to
193 reach an estimation of a more realistic observed depth, we
194 considered a three-layer oxidation distribution. In the case of
195 the Fe foil, we considered the most external layer (from 0 to
196 100 nm) totally oxidized as Fe(III) (Fe2O3), the layer from 100
197 to 400 nm partially (50%) oxidized, and the deeper layer not
198 oxidized (pure Fe). In the case of the Cu sample, we considered
199 the most external layer (from 0 to 200 nm) completely oxidized
200 as Cu(II) (CuO), the layer from 200 to 850 nm partially (50%)
201 oxidized, and the deeper layer not oxidized (pure Cu). In
202 addition, loose packing, porosity, and other nonuniform
203 electron reduction effects could cause the penetration to be
204 somewhat greater than the calculated value, making these
205 effects very difficult to take into account and quantify. In
206 addition, (see below) the samples show a gradual transition
207 between the oxidized region and the pure bulk, making a
208 correct electron density estimation with the depth unviable.
209 These considerations do not represent a problem for our
210 survey. The aim of this work is to show the potentiality of
211 resonant Raman spectroscopy in the total reflection regime as a
212 tool to study how oxidation states changes with the depth,
213 making the estimated values good enough for our purposes.
214 Another point to be considered is the contribution to the
215 emitted beam of the radiation produced at upper points in the
216 sample. The contribution of the upper layers is, somehow,
217 present in the emissions of the deeper layers. Nevertheless, the
218 information obtained from the different spectra as a function of
219 the depth clearly shows the variation with the position
220 regarding the oxidation state. The individualization of any
221 contribution from each spectrum is a very complicated task that
222 exceeds the scope of this single paper.
223 The incident radiation angles (and the corresponding
224 approximated observed depth), respective to the sample
225 surface, were φ = 0.01° (2.11 nm), 0.05° (2.13 nm), 0.1°
226 (2.19 nm), 0.15° (2.30 nm), 0.25° (2.82 nm), 0.56° (231.20
227 nm), 1.12° (429.20 nm), and 2.12° (870.40 nm) in the case of
228 the Fe foil and φ = 0.8° (488.85 nm), 0.9° (563.85 nm), 1°
229 (637.25 nm), 1.1° (709.59 nm), 1.2° (781.18 nm), 1.3° (852.17
230 nm), and 45° (22840 nm) for the Cu sample. The values of μ

231were taken from Hubbell and Seltzer,25 and ρ data were
232extracted from Lide.26 The measuring lifetime for each incident
233radiation angle were 3000 and 2000 s for Fe and Cu foils,
234respectively.
235Spectra were analyzed with specific programs for spectrum
236analysis.27,28 The data fitting of the low-energy side of the
237Raman peaks was achieved by means of a Lorentzian
238expression:

π
ω

ω
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− +
y y

A
x x

2
4( )0

0
2 2

239(4)

240where y0 is the baseline offset, A is the area under the curve
241from the baseline, x0 is the center of the peak, and ω is the full
242width of the peak at half-height.
243Data-fitting of the first-order peak is not as crucial as it seems.
244This fitting does not significantly influence the oscillations
245produced by the second-order effect. In fact, these oscillations
246are not present in the first-order theoretical curve. In any case,
247eventual fitting deviations disappear when the spectra are
248compared. Even so, the best fitting curve was chosen in order to
249reproduce mathematically the tail of the spectrum from more
250than 3000 potential candidates, achieving a regression
251coefficient r2 > 0.999.
252Time-dependent experimental data are frequently contami-
253nated by noise, originated generally from statistics, the
254experiment itself, or noise related to the measurement process.
255In this work, a well-known denoising method was employed
256based on the frequency decomposition of the signal.29 This
257method is based on a FFT smoothing procedure, and it was
258applied with consideration for a Gaussian instrumental function
259with a σ of 59 eV. The FFT method offers a significant physical
260sense at the moment of inspecting the experimental data, in
261opposition to purely mathematical methods (e.g., methods
262based on pondered averages).
263No systematic errors are expected to appear because of the
264simplicity of the experiment. As each spectrum is obtained at a
265fixed angle, standing wave effects in the stratified surface are
266negligible, producing (eventually) small variations in the total
267intensity but not affecting the Raman oscillation pattern.
268With regard to sensitivity, the emission factor corresponding
269to RRS is essentially the same as the one for X-ray fluorescent
270lines, and so, sensitivity depends on the sample. The only
271difference has to do with the different cross sections involved
272(photoelectric and resonant Raman scattering). In this way,
273sensitivities for RRS are slightly lower than XRF experiments
274but follow the same behavior.
275With concern for the depth precision, depth is determined by
276the usual Fresnel theory, which depends on the divergence of
277the incident beam. In this sense, the depth precision does not
278depend on the sample, and taking into account that the
279synchrotron beam presents divergence as low as a μrad, the
280depth precision reaches a tenth of Angstrom, calculated
281according to eq 2 for the vertical divergence of the synchrotron
282beam.

283■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

284The results in this work do not take into account infrared
285divergence or bremsstrahlung contributions to the background.
286Their contributions are important mostly in low energy areas
287and do not significantly affect the range of the scattered line
288(i.e., the range of interest of this work).30 On the other hand,
289the bremsstrahlung is a smooth and continuous function of the

Figure 1. Calculated depth (eq 2) as a function of the incident
radiation angle for Fe, Fe2O3, Cu, and CuO samples.
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290 energy that does not interfere with the fast variations in the
291 spectra that we are studying. Moreover, these effects have the
292 same energy distribution in all the studied samples, being
293 compensated in the spectral comparison.
294 With regard to self-absorption effects, since both incident
295 and scattered energy are below the absorption edge, absorption
296 is relatively weak and changes are negligible. It also means that
297 the probing volume is almost constant for the whole spectrum,
298 which exempts the need for self-absorption corrections.31 This
299 low absorption allows a deeper penetration, reaching better
300 depth sample studies. On the other hand, low deposited doses
301 are remarkably useful to investigate X-ray sensitive samples as
302 biological ones.
303 Corrosion Considerations. Corrosion, or rust, is a natural
304 process that occurs when a material deteriorates due to its
305 interaction with the surrounding environment in which an
306 electrochemical reaction affects the material through oxidation
307 processes.
308 A water media changes the metal environment into a light
309 form of acid which helps metal rust faster. This acidic
310 transformation occurs with pure water, but when the water is
311 already salty, it starts out as a minor acid environment and
312 becomes an even more powerful electrolyte, facilitating the
313 rusting process. Pure water forms an acidic solution and allows
314 the oxidation process to happen easily; salty water works even
315 better since it is already a catalyst.
316 The rusting of iron is an electrochemical process that begins
317 with the transfer of electrons from iron to oxygen.32 The rate of
318 corrosion is affected by water and accelerated by electrolytes, as
319 salt in water. The key reaction is the reduction of oxygen:

+ + →− −O 4e 2H O 4OH2 2

320 Because it forms hydroxide ions, this process is strongly
321 affected by the presence of acid. Indeed, the corrosion of most
322 metals by oxygen is accelerated at low pH. Providing the
323 electrons for the above reaction is the oxidation of iron that
324 may be described as follows:

→ ++ −Fe Fe 2e2

325 The following redox reaction is crucial for the formation of
326 rust:

+ → ++ + −4Fe O 4Fe 2O2
2

3 2

327 Additionally, the following multistep acid−base reactions
328 affect the course of rust formation:

+ ↔ ++ +Fe 2H O Fe(OH) 2H2
2 2

+ ↔ ++ +Fe 3H O Fe(OH) 3H3
2 3

329 As do the following dehydration equilibria:

↔ +Fe(OH) FeO H O2 2

↔ +Fe(OH) FeO(OH) H O3 2

↔ +2FeO(OH) Fe O H O2 3 2

330 The iron(II) hydroxide can also be oxidized to form iron(II,
331 III) oxide and molecular hydrogen. This process is described by
332 the Schikorr reaction:

↔ + +3Fe(OH) Fe O H H O2 3 4 2 2

333 The crystallized iron(II, III) oxide (Fe3O4) is thermodynami-
334 cally more stable than the iron(II) hydroxide.

335From the above equations, it is also seen that the corrosion
336products are dictated by the availability of water and oxygen.
337With limited dissolved oxygen, iron(II)-containing materials are
338favored, including FeO and Fe3O4. High oxygen concentrations
339favor ferric materials with the nominal formulas Fe-
340(OH)3−xOx/2. The nature of rust changes with time, sometimes
341reflecting the slow rates of the reactions of solids.
342Furthermore, these complex oxidation processes are affected
343by the presence of other ions, such as Ca2+, which serves as an
344electrolyte, and thus accelerates rust formation or combines
345with the hydroxides and oxides of iron to precipitate on a
346variety of Ca−Fe−O−OH species.
347The accurate identification of iron(II) hydroxide could be
348relevant, since it has been investigated as an agent for the
349removal of toxic selenate and selenite ions from water systems
350such as wetlands. The iron(II) hydroxide reduces these ions to
351elemental selenium, which is insoluble in water and precipitates
352out.33

353Similarly, Cu metal is oxidized for the combination of water
354and oxygen dissolved in it. This oxidation is an electrochemical
355process that begins with the transfer of electron from copper to
356oxygen. Since the possible oxidation states of copper are Cu(I)
357and Cu(II), in the presence of water there are two possibilities
358provided below. Oxidations of Cu:

→ ++ −Cu Cu 2e2

→ ++ −2Cu 2Cu 4e2

359Overall reactions in water:

→ +Cu CuO H2

→ +2Cu Cu O H2 2

360Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) has a cubic structure; cupric oxide
361(CuO) has a monolithic structure. The Cu2O unit cell contains
3624 copper and 2 oxygen atoms, where Cu atoms were arranged
363in a fcc sublattice and O atoms in a bcc sublattice. In the CuO
364arrangement, the copper atom is coordinated by four oxygen
365atoms in an approximately square planar configuration.34

366As mentioned before, the formation of cupric or cuprous
367oxides depend on the availability of water, oxygen, and the
368conditions of the reaction. Underwater and at room temper-
369atures, the most common oxidation state of Cu is Cu(II), being
370that Cu(I) oxide is more common at higher reaction
371temperatures. As in the Fe case, these Cu oxidation processes
372could be affected by the presence of other ions in water,
373changing the oxidation formation dynamics, or combining with
374them and precipitating in a variety of Cu species. Furthermore,
375recently, it has been observed that copper pipes deteriorate
376under the influence of microorganisms, e.g., Pseudomonas
377fluorescence, Pseudomonas Aerugenosa, Nocardia Azotobacter
378vinelandii, Xanthomonas campestris, and other uncharacterized
379strains, including fungi and diatoms, known to be present in
380surface waters. The mechanisms of these corrosion processes
381are still unknown.35 Finally, it is a well-known fact that Cu(I)
382compounds, in the course of time, degrade to Cu(II) oxide in
383an air atmosphere.36

384Clearly, all the effects mentioned in these considerations,
385some of them of unknown mechanisms, affect the oxidation
386processes in a nonquantifiable way. In this respect, it is not
387viable a satisfactory separation, identification, or control of the
388physical and chemical variables involved in the oxidation
389processes, reaching in this way a nonideal resulting sample.
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f2 390 Figure 2 shows low-energy residuals (just below the Raman
391 peak center and after the smoothing procedure) between the

392 experimental Raman spectra and the data fitting using eq 4, for
393 the Cu sample in conventional geometry (45°−45°) for the
394 three points of measurement: without oxide, in the oxidized
395 part, and in the interface between them. It is evident from
396 Figure 2 that the three spectra are indistinguishable for all
397 practical purposes. This behavior is due to the fact that at this
398 angle, transmission is imposing and characteristic X-rays are
399 produced in the bulk of the material, some micrometers under
400 the surface. The oxide layer present in the sample is very thin
401 due to the oxidation process, being not correctly excited with
402 the use of conventional irradiation geometries (45°−45°).

403 f3Figure 3 shows the X-ray Raman spectra for two studied
404depths (2.82 nm and 870.40 nm) for the Fe foil. Error bars
405based on the Poisson statistic from the total Raman intensity
406are given. Upper left inset shows a fit of the X-ray Raman tail.
407Clearly, in order to obtain chemical information from these
408spectra, an analysis procedure is needed.
409 f4f5Figures 4 and 5 show the low-energy residuals (just below
410the Raman peak center and after the smoothing procedure)

Figure 2. Residuals between the experimental Raman spectra and the
data fittings using eq 4 for the Cu sample in conventional geometry
(45°−45°) for three point of measurement: without oxide (pure Cu
sample), interface and oxidized part.

Figure 3. Comparison between X-ray Raman spectra for two studied depths in Fe foil. Error bars are given. Inset: example of Lorentzian fit.

Figure 4. Residuals between the experimental Raman spectra and the
Lorentzian fitting for the oxidized Cu sample as a function of depth.
Error bars are given. Inset: Cu, Cu2O, and CuO residuals between
experimental Raman spectra and the data fitting, irradiating pure
powder compounds in the 45°−45° geometry.36.
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411 between the experimental Raman spectra and the Lorentzian
412 fitting as a function of the studied depth for the oxidized Cu
413 and Fe foils, respectively. The inset figures show residuals
414 between experimental Raman spectra and data fitting for pure
415 Cu and Fe compounds, respectively, measured from compacted
416 powder in conventional geometry.37,38 Error bars based on the
417 Poisson statistic from total Raman intensity are given.
418 If any of the oscillation patterns shown in Figure 4 (see e.g.
419 637.25 nm) are compared with the one shown in the inset for a
420 Cu(II) compound, in this case CuO, a remarkable similitude
421 between both patterns can be observed (see the region around
422 7050 and 7500 eV). This result clearly exposes the fact that
423 external layers of the sample are oxidized as a cupric oxide,
424 changing the intensity smoothly with the depth, although
425 keeping this oxidation state, to reach the pure Cu state
426 sufficiently deep.
427 In the case of the Fe sample, it can be seen from Figure 5
428 that the oscillation patterns, present in the residuals, change
429 smoothly with the observed depth. The most external layers of
430 the sample (see example 2.11 nm) show strong oscillations at
431 ∼5900 eV and ∼6000 eV. As the incident radiation penetrates
432 into the sample, deeper layers of the foil are revealed (see
433 example 2.82 nm), showing a similar oscillation pattern, this
434 time without the shoulder at ∼6000 eV. As the studied layers
435 are deeper into the sample (see 231.20 nm), the main
436 oscillation at ∼5900 eV becomes less intense, being the
437 corresponding pattern smoother. Finally, when the incident
438 angle is bigger, the observed depth reveals a very smooth
439 pattern lacking of prominent oscillations.
440 If the oscillation patterns present in the residuals of pure Fe
441 compounds shown in the inset are compared with the patterns
442 shown in Figure 5, relevant information can be obtained. The
443 oscillation patterns belonging to the most superficial layers (see
444 2.11 nm) seem to be a mixture between the patterns of Fe(III)

445(Fe2O3) and Fe(II, III) (Fe3O4), since the most intense peak
446appears at ∼5900 eV and the shoulder at ∼6000 eV. Deeper
447layers (2.82 nm) expose patterns very similar to the one of
448Fe2O3, since the shoulder is gone. The Fe(III)-like pattern
449become smoother as the layers are deeper in the sample,
450arriving finally to a smooth pattern empty of marked
451oscillations in the pure Fe bulk (see 870.40 nm).
452In summary, the results demonstrate that the pure Cu foil
453immersed in tap water is oxidized as a Cu(II) (cupric oxide),
454decreasing gradually the amount of oxidation as the analyzed
455depth increases. In the case of the Fe foil immersed in salty
456water, the sample seems to be oxidized mainly as Fe(III) (ferric
457oxide) decreasing smoothly the amount of oxidation as the
458observed depth increases, presenting also a thin contribution of
459Fe(II, III) (ferric ferrous oxide) in the most external layers of
460the sample. These results have a consistent behavior with the
461arguments exposed in the corrosion considerations above.
462Although these surveys still represent only qualitative results
463(and considering that the noncontrolled oxidation contribu-
464tions mentioned before could also be present), the application
465of this new RRS technique in total reflection geometry not only
466allowed to observe the presence of very thin oxides, invisible
467with the use of conventional geometries, but also permitted the
468identification of the oxidation state present in a particular depth
469of the sample with nanometric, or even subnanometric,
470resolution. Moreover, if the surface layers are well-represented
471as parallel planes to the surface (e.g., stratified media) this
472technique could provide a precise determination of the width
473and position of the different oxide layers or layers with different
474chemical environments of the absorbing atom.
475Finally, it should be remarked that these results were
476obtained using a low-resolution Energy Dispersive System
477(EDS), allowing measuring times shorter than the typical ones
478using high resolution devices (i.e., WDS spectrometers).
479Moreover, back-diffraction geometries, usually used to reach
480high resolution in WDS systems, do not allow the acquisition of
481the entire Raman spectrum from transitional metal elements,
482making this type of analysis unrealizable. Finally, taking into
483account that RRS is a second-order process, high resolution
484systems based in two analyzer crystals require an unviably long
485measuring time in order to obtain spectra with good statistics.

486■ CONCLUSIONS
487In this work, both resonant Raman scattering and total
488reflection techniques are used combined as a hybrid tool
489allowing for discrimination of oxidation states in surface
490nanolayers of materials using, for the first time, a low EDS
491resolution spectrometer. Due to the versatility of emission
492techniques, several possibilities appear from the combination of
493RRS spectroscopy with other X-ray techniques, even three-
494dimensional analysis by RRS combined with confocal setups.
495This new RRS chemical-environment technique will offer a
496unique opportunity to study the oxidation state of different
497kinds of samples, reaching a complete characterization,
498impossible to achieve by conventional absorption methods.
499Currently, further investigations are carried out in order to
500reach a complete understanding of the involved processes with
501the aim of turning this novel method into a true and complete
502analytical tool.
503In addition, the evolution of dynamic processes could be
504studied in detail with time resolution as fine as the frequency of
505the pulse rate of the source. This particular characteristic is a
506consequence of the absence of the energy scanning required by

Figure 5. Residuals between the experimental Raman spectra and the
Lorentzian fitting for the oxidized Fe foil as a function of depth. Error
bars are given. Inset: Fe, FeO, Fe3O4, and Fe2O3 residuals between the
experimental Raman spectra and the data fitting, irradiating pure
powder compounds in the 45°−45° geometry37.
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507 the current conventional techniques like XANES, EXAFS, etc.
508 The only requirement for dynamic studies with RRS is a pulsed
509 monochromatic beam, like the new FELs sources. The
510 potential of this technique combined with its simplicity will
511 allow extremely detailed studies of samples of interest and
512 physical processes that are currently not feasible.
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